
The Year Institutions 
Evolved Into Web3

2022

Discover their Web3 journey as we look 
back at this year's major milestones



January

offers lightning network 
access to users launch NFT integrations

launches crypto 
mining initiative

unveils research on 
Quantum Key  Distribution 

blockchain network

partners with

 for crypto payments

launches NFT 
trading platform

starts crypto wallet 
testing

February

March

Canada adds BTC/ETH 
to balance sheet

adds ETH tipping

launches Bitcoin mining 
operation to track & analyze crypto 

products

files trademark application 
for NFTs and VR

offer digital asset custody

use compliance tech for 
securing blockchain

launch $100 million 
gaming fund



March

April

launch NFT based project
files patent for 

Metaverse concerts

partners to launch 
crypto card

applies for local 
crypto license

reveals partnership with

May

announces launch of 
NFT platform

allows 401k 
accounts to hold BTC

launch solar-powered bitcoin 
mining facility in Texas

enables USDC 
payments

integrates Lightning 
Network

uses blockchain for 
supply chain 
management and 
fraud prevention

allow customers 

to make payment 


in USDC

to integrate NFTs

partners with

supports NFTs on

starts staking

to offer crypto



May

June

July

enable transfer of BTC, 
ETH, BCH, and LTC to 

external wallets

launch NFT based project
allow fiat-to-bitcoin 

conversions

blockchain allows 
users to send & 
convert stablecoins

to build a crypto 
trading marketplace

to accept cryptocurrency 
payments in US stores

launches product 
allowing users to 

earn crypto rewards

integrate
payments with ‘Tap to 

Pay’ on iPhone

offers merchants 
instant fiat-to-
stablecoin conversion

announce the launch of Avelia, 
a blockchain-powered digital 
sustainable aviation fuel SAF 

book-and-claim solution

help Binance users in 70+ 
countries to book ride-hailing, 
travel & shopping experienceslaunches a Web3 

venture fund

releases public beta 
NFT markeplace Dubai’s crown prince lays out 

the region’s most ambitious 
“Metaverse Strategy” to custody crypto

to work with
to develop Web3 projects

takes up stake in $2bn 
cryptocurrency from



August

September

offers crypto to 
institutional clients releases own blockchain

launches NFT 
integration through 
multiple wallets

to integrate Ethereum 
purchases on Vault

launch crypto-to-fiat 
card in Argentinaannounces sale 


of 250 pendants for 
CryptoPunk NFT holders

offers crypto support files crypto trademark for 
2023 Las Vegas Strip 

Circuit Grand Prix

announces crypto 
custody service

extends trial of 
e-CNY CBDC

signs a five-year agreement

announce corporate data 
blockchain pilot

announce crypto 
exchange EDX 

Markets

team up to explore retail CBDC



October

November

partners with
to allow Web3 companies to 

make crypto payments

starts to accept
in Swiss town Lugano

partners to provide 
crypto trading 
capabilities to banks

Rio  de Janeiro to 
accept crypto 
payments for 
property taxes

partners to detect and 
prevent fraud

adds an Ethereum 
Index Fund

team up to streamline 
cross-border 

payments using Liink 
and B2B Connect

to make first DeFi 
transaction 

to explore NFTs and 
blockchain for gaming

enables customers to 
custody bitcoin and Ether 

alongside traditional 
investments

to launch a number of 
Web3 products via

partnership

to launch a cloud-based 
node engine service for

developers and projects
Hong Kong unveils 

completed retail CBDC 
project with CBDC-backed 

stablecoin

to archive creators’ 
digital collectibles 

launch of a new “digital 
wearables” platform



